The future smart refrigerator assists with any assignment in your ultimate “Kitchen Kingdom”
Let’s envision just how important and useful a Smart refrigerator will be in supporting the
preparation of healthy and money-wise meals for families. We will explain all the attributes
this refrigerator will possess in contributing to accomplish cooking healthy and thrifty. We
don’t want to waste food or money. As the smart refrigerator is the main komponent in your
innovative “Kitchen Kingdom” and potentially organizing the family’s household activities!!
The family decides the upcoming weeks intended meals which have been already reviewed by
family members as there are at least 50 or more family favorites. And Mom on her app
introduces the intended week recipes into the smart refrigerator computer. The refrigerator
will order the needed items through the grocery stores computer to be filled then picked up or
delivered before meal preparations begin. So all the items needed for the meal are ready in the
kitchen. The meal is happily prepared by family members and then scrumptiously consumed
for dinner.
Another refrigerator asset is responsibility in communicating with family members via the
screen, as all the leftovers (for snacks) are stored and available in numbered containers. So
when that container is desired the fridge informs a family member of the location. The amazing
fridge knows the entire contents of all stored containers by location with the number written
and coded on the container.
In the process of meal selection, the family enjoys their time reviewing selected videos of the
available meals and easy instructions to prepare these meals from the refrigerator menu. These
meals are created by qualified nutritionists and chefs hired by the refrigerator manufacturer.
The meal preparations are filmed in an actual home with their appliances and chefs who also
are teaching a celebrity thus creating an entertainment value. The menu is diverse and loaded
with healthy, tasty, lunch, dinner, party, deserts and celebration meals (plenty of recipes are
available).
This talented fridge will also give you freshness awareness alerts. It will produce a list on the
screen from the oldest to the newest products. The refrigerator will also suggest meals to
include items near their expiration dates.
And the fridge will be able to read your local grocery store (or stores) weekly ad to choose
several healthy recipes (upon your approval) to accommodate the sale items and let you know
each week your savings total. The fridge also informs you on which shelves at the store where
the items are located if you do shop (and walking is healthy).
The refrigerator’s left door will have a computer screen and the right door will feature the
water/ice dispenser inside out of sight. There will be a voice command option to open the door
when your hands are full. Upon shopping the fridge knows your bought items and instructs you
the proper shelving place to set them. And your fridge will always tell you where an item is
upon request to avoid looking and looking and alerts you if an item is overlooked.

The reliable fridge also reminds you of any needed medications, supplemental vitamins and
reminds you of the importance of consuming water, potential cholesterol intake and
unnecessary sugars. No excuses exist with this excellent functioning smart refrigerator.
Our fantastic fridge recognizes all family members habits and greets guests the refrigerator will
be able to count calories for monthly and yearly totals for each occupant.
Count on the amazing fridge to inform (alert) the family of any items that might be getting low
like milk, eggs, butter, lettuce and bread and where they might be on sale or most convenient.
And the fridge will also communicate with the 2nd refrigerator in your garage (no home should
be without this convenience) informing you of its important contents. This garage refrigerator is
mainly for extra beverages, storage of sale items and any upcoming parties/events.
Only this fridge will keep a yearly tally of all grocery items the family consumes. You can
compare each year and analyze the data to determine many relevant fun facts.
The fridge can suggest a budget to judge how well money is spent toward importance of food
quality and will offer recommendations for healthier food consumption.
This appliance manufacturer will arrange with grocery stores and food companies to create
many healthy buying opportunities.
The more families who subscribe to this grocery delivery system the more the stores will buy
the products these families prefer and consequently the store will get better deals when more
of the same items are purchased. A preferred buying pool will be created.
So the store will extend the savings to their regular shoppers as a loyalty incentive.
This represents a true example of electronic couponing. The store can offer a prize to the
family who spends the most and another prize for the healthiest shopping.
And when impulse buying (sweets) occurs it is recognized through your loyalty cards, the
refrigerator will warn you of the many potential consequences (excess calories & cavities).
The remarkable fridge is also programmed to work with the exercise equipment machines in
the exercise room. The machine creates a workout sequence with the prescribed equipment in
keeping you aware of daily exercising and diet to maintain a healthy body. There is also a live
trainer via a video screen who is keeping an eye on your progress.
There are already many apps available with refrigerators and important programs will be added
as our world is constantly evolving especially in the “Kitchen Kingdom”.
Please send us your ideas so we may share them.

